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Press Release
Sad End for Whitney Houston May Have Been Prevented
New Book Reveals the Truth from a User’s Perspective.
Montreal, QC, February 21, 2012: According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CIDC) the
percentage of persons 12-years of age and older with an illicit drug use is on the rise. Drug use destroys
hundreds of families every day. It can attack the best of families, and even the rich and the famous, as in the
recent death of diva Whitney Houston. Like Whitney’s case, substance abuse haunts a person for their entire
life. However, drug dependency is not just about the addict; it affects the entire family.
With our politicians promoting legalization of marijuana, the time is now to speak loudly and stop the insanity.
Our minors as well as the addicts living on the streets will continue to access drugs illegally. Our politicians
should be placing their efforts into the future of our society by injecting more funding into drug rehab and
programs to get our children off the substance. What will the future of our world be without them? New book
by Alice Nehme and Tilou chronicles the life and times of a user and his cry for help.
Brenda Herzog, Addiction Rehab Placement Specialist states, “I believe this book will touch the lives of
everyone that has the privilege of reading it.” In A Testimonial of Insanity, The Journey Home, Nehme with
Tilou, reveal the truth about the harsh reality of drug addiction and the fight towards recovery. Addiction is a
lifetime battle. The formula to finding the answer lies within; and the trick to finding the formula is what is
revealed in this book.
Available at bookstores everywhere and author website: www.alicenehme.com.
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